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Abstract 

 

The concept of a stock of fish as a management unit has been around for well over a hundred years, 

formalised by E.S. Russell in the 1930s as a simple word equation. Russell’s equation was the 

precursor of more analytical fisheries models such as the Beverton-Holt Yield per Recruit model. Fish 

life histories are reviewed to examine where mixing occurs and to indicate what methods have been 

used to define stocks. In parallel with development in fisheries biology, concepts in population 

ecology such as meta-population dynamics and connectivity have advanced. The pragmatic view of 

stocks has always accepted some mixing during circuits of migration for fin fish from spawning 

grounds to feeding grounds and via larval drift. In sedentary and sessile shellfish species mixing 

occurs during the larval phase. Here we consider the mismatch between ecological processes of 

connectivity in a matrix of populations and micro-evolutionary processes such as genetic exchange 

detected using modern molecular approaches. For a stock to be a coherent management unit there 

needs to be consistent exchange during recruitment or via migration in most years. From an 

evolutionary perspective there just needs to be occasional exchange to maintain panmixia. We use 

case-studies of species endangered by over-exploitation and/or habitat degradation. We show where 

current tracking methods can help in managing populations and in conservation (cryptic speciation in 

common skate, definition of endemic species of limpets in the Azores). We discuss where there is 

insufficient resolution to help – and a pragmatic location or fishery-based approach needs to be 

adopted. Under these circumstances stock is defined as much by the fishers and the fished. 
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Introduction 

 

The concept of ‘stock’ as a population unit is deeply rooted in fisheries science. Russell (1931) was a 

pioneer in formalizing how a stock of fish would change over time due to recruitment, growth, fishing 

and natural mortality:  

S2 = S1 + (R + G) – (F + M) 

where S2 is stock in year 2, S1 is stock in Year 1, R = recruitment to the fished stock, G is growth of 

individuals in the fished stock, F is Fishing Mortality and M is Natural Mortality.  

 

This simple expression formed the basis of much subsequent fisheries science including the Beverton-

Holt Yield per Recruit Equation, formulated to help manage growth overfishing typical of long-lived 

bottom fish such as flatfish and gadoids (Beverton and Holt, 1957). It first defined the terms used in 

trying to understand the relationship between recruitment and stock (Shepherd, 1982). Russell’s 

equation had no terms for emigration or immigration, assuming there to be negligible or balanced 

exchange with other populations. A key assumption was that a stock or management unit could be 

defined in some way. 

 

Definition of stock has, however, remained a challenge for over 100 years of fisheries science (Begg 

et al., 1999, Booke, 1999, Cadrin et al., 2013). In this short review contribution we discuss how this 

traditional concept in fisheries biology is informed by recent advances in molecular genetics and 

population ecology, especially the emerging theory of metapopulation dynamics. We first return to 

basics and consider fish life histories and where mixing occurs between stocks and indicate what tools 

we have available to segregate stocks at different stages of their life history. We then provide a brief 

update on metapopulation dynamics including some examples of where it has been applied to 

exploited species of finfish and shellfish. A series of case studies then look at how telemetric, 

ecological and molecular genetic approaches provide insights into stock definition. Finally we discuss 

the differences between genetic interchange of populations leading to panmixia and ecologically 



connected populations. Our paper also serves to set the scene for some of the more detailed 

considerations of stock identification and its practical use in fisheries management. 

 

Basic concepts 

 

A useful starting point for consideration of the stock concept in fully marine systems is to consider 

life history patterns. In finfish which can undergo extensive circuits of migration, the Harden-Jones 

triangular model (Harden-Jones, 1968) is a helpful simplification (see Fig 1a). Regional scale (100-

1000 km) current patterns were considered to provide the templates for fish with pelagic larval stages 

in their life histories. Fish aggregate to spawn – especially those species that are external fertilizers 

(i.e. most teleosts). This aggregation occurs by swimming against currents. Post-spawning eggs and 

larvae drift with the currents until they end up on juvenile nursery grounds. Spent adults drift back to 

adult feeding grounds. After a period of time in nursery grounds which are often shallow, highly 

productive and provide some refuge from predators, juveniles migrate against currents to adult 

feeding grounds. From there, the cycle resumes by counter-current migration to spawning grounds. 

For a particular species of fish there may be several distinct stocks, sometimes overlapping 

geographically during the cycles of migration. Some of the earliest work in contemporary fisheries 

sciences focussed on defining stocks, for example Atlantic herring (Clupea harengus) on the 

European shelf in the late 19th and early 20th century (see Cushing, 1967 for review).  

 

The Harden-Jones Model can be easily extended to migratory fish that spawn in freshwater 

(salmonids, shads, lampreys) or the sea (anguillid eels). It is not applicable to sessile or highly 

sedentary shellfish; here source-sink metapopulation models (see below) are more applicable. Many 

shellfish do, however, have distinct settlement sites or nursery areas (e.g. scallops, mussels, limpets) 

but the distance moved to the adult site is often very small (1–10m). Most nurseries for sedentary 

species occur as mosaics of suitable habitat scattered amongst the adult populations, for example rock 

pools in the case of intertidal limpets (Lewis and Bowman, 1975). Sometimes adult shells provide the 

nursery for juveniles, as is the case for some limpets (Branch, 1975). 



 

Reproductive admixture of stocks of commonly exploited species must occur, otherwise there would 

be evidence of multiple species within taxa such as Atlantic herring, Atlantic cod (Gadus morhua) or 

European plaice (Pleuronectes platessa) in the North-East Atlantic. Mixing of individuals from these 

stocks occurs in different parts of the life history. Perhaps most mixing occurs during drift in the 

plankton and on shared inshore nursery grounds. Mixing also occurs during the adult phase on 

spawning grounds where exchange of genetic material occurs, preventing the evolution of substantial 

genetic differentiation within the species. Adult passive or active long-distance (Nathan et al., 2003) 

can contribute to broadscale genetic similarity among regional stocks of the European hake (Pita et 

al., 2011). 

 

A variety of approaches have been used to attempt to define stocks (Fig 1b). Traditionally, these have 

included conventional tagging with individually numbered markers  (e.g. Begg and Waldman, 1999, 

Kleiber et al., 1987) which became more widely used in the 1800s (for review see Kohler and Turner, 

2001), and meristic studies of characters such as counts of fin rays or vertebrae (e.g. Meng and 

Stocker, 1984). Parasites have long been recognized as potential biological tags (Lester, 1990) while 

telemetry in the form of electronic tags was first used to define movements of larger fish such as 

basking sharks (for review see Sims, 2010). With advances in technology including the increasing 

miniaturisation of devices, enhanced memory capacity and satellite linked tags for global tracking 

(Priede, 1984, Sims et al., 2009, Sims, 2010), a wide range of fish species over a broad range of body 

sizes have now been tagged (e.g. cod Gadus morhua, anglerfish Lophius piscatorius, hake Merluccius 

merluccius, de Pontual et al., 2013, Righton et al., 2006, Turner et al., 2002, Wearmouth et al., 2014), 

albeit mainly in the adult phase (but see McMichael et al., 2010). Methods such as passive integrated 

transponder (PIT) tagging with unique individual ‘bar codes’ allows even juveniles to be tagged since 

PIT tag size is much reduced because no bulky batteries are required (Fig 1b) (Gibbons and Andrews, 

2004, Skalski et al., 1998). However, long-term, long-range telemetric tracking for most species is 

limited by the challenge of fish size on the nursery grounds. Thus using traditional methods, or the 



extension of tagging via telemetry, only the adult and late juvenile phases of migration are tractable 

(Sims, 2010). 

 

Since the 1970s, genetic based methods have increased in prevalence. Early work used allozymes 

assayed electrophoretically (Grant et al., 1980, Mork et al., 1985), whereas subsequently, assays of 

mitochondrial and nuclear DNA sequence variation have been more commonly used (Ward, 2002). In 

parallel there have been significant developments in the application of geochemical analytical 

methods to quantify sclerochronological records in otoliths, scales and shells (Fig 1c). These are 

considered at some length elsewhere in this special issue (NOTE: HERE WE WOULD LIKE TO 

REFER TO OTHER SPECIAL ISSUE PAPERS). These newer techniques are able to provide some 

insights into the parts of the life history that are less tractable to follow with tracking methods, such as 

movement in plankton and on nursery grounds (e.g. Carvalho and Hauser, 1995, Tanner et al., 2014, 

Thorrold et al., 2002). Recent application of simulation algorithms on particle dispersion patterns 

using real-temporal hydrographic data from eddies and local currents can provide additional insights 

into larval dispersal and routes to nursery grounds (e.g. Schunter et al., 2011). 

 

The Metapopulation Concept and Its Applicability to Stock Assessment 

 

The metapopulation concept provides a valuable theoretical framework for discussing the spatial and 

temporal dynamics of fish stocks. Going back to the early ideas of island biogeography by MacArthur 

and Wilson (1967) and first formulated by Levins (1969), a metapopulation is today defined as any 

‘assemblage of discrete local populations with migration between them’ (Hanski and Gilpin, 1997). 

Extinctions of local populations may occur; however their subsequent recolonization through the 

dispersal by a few individuals from another population will, however, result in the long-term 

persistence of this ‘population of (sub-) populations’. The level of connectivity between the local 

populations as well as differences in features of the local habitats lead to a range of possible 

metapopulation systems (summarised in Harrison and Taylor, 1997, but also see Fullerton et al., 

2011). The classical metapopulation consists of similar, discrete populations (Fig 2b, Fronhofer et al., 



2012). These are connected by relatively rare dispersal events that only just prevent a complete 

isolation of the individual populations. If, however, connectivity is very low, this may lead to a non-

equilibrium metapopulation consisting of completely isolated local populations (Fig 2c); persistence 

of the individual populations is unlikely as recolonization from neighbouring populations in case of 

local extinction events is unlikely. On the other end of the ‘dispersal scale’, complete mixing of these 

populations would likely result in a single large panmictic population (Fig 2a). Whilst in these cases 

(non-equilibrium, classical and panmictic metapopulations) habitat quality and population sizes of the 

various local populations are relatively equal, mainland-island metapopulations are characterised by 

largely varying population sizes (Fig 2e). Particularly large populations contribute most to 

connectivity of the metapopulation system and, by re-colonising smaller populations that would not 

be able to persist without such input, this results in the persistence of the metapopulation. Source-sink 

metapopulations are similarly characterised by ‘donor’ and ‘receptor’ populations. Here the ‘sink’ 

feature stems from poor habitat quality rather than from small population size (Fronhofer et al., 2012, 

Harrison and Taylor, 1997).  

 

Many anadromous fish species such as the sockeye salmon Oncorhynchus nerka display 

characteristics of metapopulation systems. Schtickzelle and Quinn (2007) list three conditions that are 

essential for the metapopulation concept to apply, and, after reviewing the life history traits of the 

sockeye salmon, found these to be fulfilled. First, the habitat patches inhabited by the local 

populations have to be discretely disconnected by a ‘matrix’ of unsuitable habitats. This is the case for 

sockeye salmon: limited movement of the males during the spawning season takes place within but 

not between sites, resulting in distinct populations. Second, the dynamics of the local populations 

must be somewhat asynchronous, decreasing the likelihood of extinctions of the whole 

metapopulation complex through simultaneous local extinctions. This, too, is likely the case for O. 

nerka: several studies have found that correlation in survival rates between populations is low 

(Peterman et al., 1998, Stewart et al., 2003), allowing for recolonization events from neighbouring 

populations to take place in case of local extinctions. Third, some dispersal between the local 



populations must occur, as in sockeye salmon when single individuals stray to other populations 

during spawning (Schtickzelle and Quinn, 2007).  

 

The metapopulation concept provides a framework in which to define suitable management units. For 

species with source – sink characteristics, such as many shellfish species, it places the emphasis on 

management of the source population. At the other extreme, metapopulations approaching panmixia 

need to be considered as an integrated single unit. In the case of occasional exchange between 

populations then the management unit or stock would be at the subpopulation level. In the next 

sections we provide some examples of where each of the approaches outlined above has been used to 

investigate spatial dynamics, population ranges and the stock concept in fisheries.  

 

Case Study 1: Management Insights from Telemetric Studies 

 

Recently, telemetry (or biologging) tagging studies have demonstrated that the relatively low unit cost 

of tags can enable determination of the spatial movements and behaviour patterns of hundreds, if not 

thousands of individuals from a single species over multiple annual cycles (Block et al., 2005, Block 

et al., 2011, Humphries et al., 2010, Righton et al., 2010). Telemetry is fast transforming into a means 

to understand spatial dynamics and migrations at the population level and in the future may play an 

increasing role in the management of population units as technology becomes cheaper and 

miniaturises further. However, despite the recent progress, there are relatively few clear examples of 

cases in which electronic tracking of a relatively few individuals has resulted in species management 

action. Basking sharks (Cetorhinus maximus) provide at least one example of the power of telemetric 

tracking of migratory movements of adults for conservation action. 

 

The basking shark is the world’s second largest fish species, reaching up to 12 m in length and about 

four tons in weight, and is an iconic marine predator (Sims, 2008). Organised fisheries for basking 

shark have existed in the north-east Atlantic region since at least 200 years ago (Fairfax, 1998); in 

fact, the earliest directed fisheries for pelagic sharks were probably for this species (Pawsons and 



Vince, 1999). The basking shark is at particular risk from overexploitation even among 

elasmobranchs, because, in addition to slow growth and late sexual maturity, their fecundity is 

amongst the lowest for any species with only about six offspring per mature female produced every 

second or third year (Sims, 2008). By the 1990s there was concern in the UK government (e.g. 

Department for Environment Food and Rural Affairs, Global Wildlife Division), statutory agencies 

(e.g. English Nature) and conservation groups that the population levels of basking sharks were low. 

Although reliable population size estimates were lacking, rapid declines in directed fishery catches 

had been documented since the 1950s. From landings records in the north-east Atlantic between 1946 

and 1997 an estimated 105,730 mature basking sharks were killed, landed and processed for meat and 

oil (Sims and Reid, 2002). 

 

Although basking sharks were protected in UK territorial waters in April 1998, largely as a result of 

applying the precautionary principle, there was a need to understand spatial movements to make 

progress in broadening conservation. This was mainly because previous proposals to list basking 

sharks under the Convention for International Trade in Endangered Species (CITES) Appendix II had 

failed, in part because it was unclear whether basking shark declines were not a result of population 

declines but to large-scale shifts in distribution. In 2001-2002, however, basking sharks tagged off the 

UK were tracked for up to nine months using newly available satellite-linked archival transmitters 

(Sims et al., 2003, Sims et al., 2005). Tracking showed that although C. maximus moved long 

distances over several months (up to 3,400 km in 5 months) and across European national boundaries, 

they largely remained faithful to productive front habitats of the north European continental shelf and 

shelf-edge habitats (Sims et al., 2003). This suggested that a basking shark ‘stock’ was centred on the 

North-East Atlantic year-round and therefore catch declines observed over the previous decades were 

less likely due to emigration, but, arguably, more likely to be a reasonable proxy for decrease in 

relative abundance (Sims et al., 2005). The tracking data were incorporated into the UK-led proposal 

that gained successful listing for basking sharks on CITES Appendix II in 2002 (enforced February 

2003). This was a watershed for CITES because not only was it the first shark to be listed but it was 

also the first commercially exploited marine fish. 



 

Since then the basking shark has been the subject of growing protection as a potentially endangered 

species (Sims, 2008). The study by Southall et al. (2006) demonstrated the extent of seasonal 

migrations of basking shark in the various waters around the U.K., Ireland and France, including the 

unresolved jurisdiction between the U.K. and Ireland and into International Waters. In particular, 

sharks from the English Channel were shown to migrate from the Channel through the Irish Sea or 

around Ireland up into Scottish waters. These extensive migrations also placed basking sharks at risk 

in international waters and demonstrated the need to view the management unit as one of the whole 

North East Atlantic out to the shelf edge. This information led in November 2005 to basking sharks 

being afforded protection by being listed in Appendix II of the Convention for the Conservation of 

Migratory Species of Wild Animals (CMS) (Sims, 2008). Furthermore, the listing of basking shark on 

CITES and CMS also played a key role in putting in place from 2007 an outright ban on European 

Community vessels catching, keeping on board, or landing basking sharks inside and outside 

European waters (Article 5.6, EC regulation no. 41/2007), making the basking shark one of the most 

protected species of shark (Sims, 2008).  

 

Case Study 2: Ecological Connectivity in Rocky Shore Assemblages 

 

Extensive long-term datasets exist for many rocky shore assemblages (Mieszkowska et al., 2014). 

Where such datasets are spatially explicit they provide the opportunity to examine temporal 

concordance of recruitment within species. In principle, a high degree of synchronisation among 

populations may be a considered indicative of extensive spatial mixing of larvae among populations. 

This approach can also be used to form the basis of comparisons among species with different life 

history traits. Using long-term monitoring data from around the Sullom Voe oil terminal in Shetland, 

Burrows et al. (2002) were able to show the degree of intraspecific temporal synchrony of several 

rocky shore species. The barnacle Semibalanaus balanoides with at least four weeks in the plankton 

showed the most synchrony. This was much less in species with shorter-lived larvae such as the 

limpet Patella vulgata and direct developers such as Littorina saxatilis, Littorina obtusata and 



Nucella lapillus. This research showed that there was concordance and hence high ecological 

connectivity over scales of 10s of kilometres on a complex coastline for species with long-lived 

planktonic larvae. In contrast, the population dynamics of other species is very typical of the small-

scale patchiness typical of many rocky shore assemblages driven by a combination of external 

stochastic factors and complex internal interactions (Burrows and Hawkins, 1998, Hartnoll and 

Hawkins, 1985, Johnson et al., 1998a, Johnson et al., 1998b).  

 

Case Study 3: Molecular genetic data and fish conservation 

 

In recent years molecular genetic data have been used to inform the management of endangered fish 

species. Here we give examples from species of skate, sea lamprey and shad to illustrate how these 

data can address broad aspects of species life histories relevant to spatial management. 

 

The common skate (Dipturus batis) was considered common in coastal waters of the U.K. in the late 

19th century (Heape, 1888, Clark, 1922). But following decades of exploitation by trawling and 

bottom set longlining it had become biologically extinct in inshore British waters by the 1970s (e.g. 

the Irish Sea Brander, 1981). Recent work using mitochondrial DNA markers examined the current 

status of common skate in shelf seas around the U.K. and Ireland using samples from survey cruises, 

anglers and bycatch. This work threw up a major surprise: northern and southern clades of “common 

skate” were identified; but when placed into the context of other European skates and rays they were 

shown not to be sister clades (Griffiths et al., 2010). These two clades seem to have clearly defined 

temperature optima with the northern clade being intolerant of warmer summer water conditions 

greater than 17 ºC, whilst the southern clade is intolerant of cold winter temperatures of <8 ºC. 

Clearly management and conservation of this highly endangered taxa needs to be revisited in the light 

of this cryptic speciation (Neat et al., 2014) and likely susceptibility of the northern clade to climate 

change. In this case, genetic studies helped define the target taxa for conservation action; the 

International Union for the Conservation of Nature (IUCN) have now completed Red list assessments 



for both candidate species (northern, Dipturus ‘intermedia’; southern, D. batis) and indicate they are 

both critically endangered in the European region. 

 

Sea lamprey (Petromyzon marinus) is a migratory species that spawns in freshwater. They are 

typically marine and parasitic as adults, and freshwater sediment feeders as juveniles. Genetic work 

revealed a pan-Atlantic species with two clearly defined stocks on each side of the Atlantic (Genner et 

al., 2012). The weak genetic structure on each continental seaboard is consistent with a lack of natal 

homing and a lifestyle involving extensive journeys as an ecto-parasite on large hosts that undergo 

extensive migrations including minke whales (Nichols and Tscherter, 2011) and basking sharks 

(Wilkie et al., 2004). From a conservation perspective, an integrated North American or European 

view has to be taken as each is a panmictic stock needing protection in all the rivers in which 

successful spawning and nursery areas occur.   

 

A more complex picture has emerged with two closely related and endangered species of shad, the 

allis shad (Alosa alosa) and the twaite shad (Alosa fallax). These large migratory clupeids enter rivers 

to spawn. Barriers between these two species are breaking down and the species are at risk from 

hybridization, which was evident from morphology and was confirmed using genetic methods (Jolly 

et al., 2011). Up to 15% of individuals have been shown to be of hybrid origin in a time series of 

samples from the Solway Firth. Once hybrids were removed from the analysis, populations were 

analysed using microsatellite markers. The land-locked form of the twaite shad found in Killarney (A. 

fallax killarnensis) was shown to be highly genetically distinct from other populations in British and 

Irish waters. In the twaite shad there was isolation by distance suggesting limited gene flow between 

populations associated with particular rivers (Jolly et al., 2012), consistent with natal homing. In the 

allis shad, two clusters were shown associated with the Tamar and surroundings in the South-West 

and the Solway Firth in the northern Irish Sea. These distinct populations clearly require targeted local 

action plans to help conserve and preserve their limited breeding populations.  

 

Case Study 4: Shellfish Stock – Exploitation and Connectivity of Limpet Populations 



 

In this case study we draw on genetic work on limpet populations in archipelagos and on linear 

coastlines. Limpets are heavily exploited worldwide (e.g. in South Africa, Chile, Hawaii; Castilla and 

Duran, 1985, Branch and Odendaal, 2003, Siegfried et al., 1994). In the Macaronesian Islands 

(Azores, Canaries, Madeira, Hawkins et al., 2000) and Mediterranean (particularly Patella ferruginea 

Templado, 1997), several species of Patella are at risk from over-exploitation. In the Azores, stocks 

have been under pressure since the 1980s with the endemic species, Patella aspera and Patella 

candei, being at risk (Hawkins et al., 2000, Martins et al., 2008). Genetic work using both allozymes 

(Côrte-Real et al., 1996a, Côrte-Real et al., 1996b, Weber and Hawkins, 2002, Weber and Hawkins, 

2005) and mitochondrial DNA markers (Koufopanou et al., 1999, Sa‐Pinto et al., 2008) has confirmed 

the endemic nature of the species in the Islands compared to the mainland. Patella ulyssiponensis is 

the mainland form and P. aspera a sister clade endemic to the Macaronesian Islands. P. candei is a 

complex of species with clades associated with each island group.  

 

More recent work has used microsatellite markers to understand connectivity across and within 

archipelagos in Macaronesia to define stocks of exploited species (Faria et al., 2014). Using 17 

polymorphic markers derived from next generation sequencing, P. aspera was shown to be one 

unstructured population in the Azores, but significantly different from the Canaries – despite the 

highly scattered nature of the Azorean archipelago with widely separated Western, Central and 

Eastern group of islands. Thus, P. aspera in the Azores is a classic metapopulation, with spatially 

separated populations connected by larval exchange. Furthermore, the detection of significant 

inbreeding (FIS) estimates using Chybicki and Burczyk (2009) approach suggests a relatively small 

effective population size, perhaps due to the lack of large females as a result of exploitation of this 

protandric species. These results indicate that if statutory conservation measures such as closed 

seasons, minimum catch sizes, licensing of commercial limpet collectors and Marine Protected Areas 

are actually enforced, then recovery of the very sparse populations in the Eastern Group (Sao Miguel 

and Santa Maria islands) should be possible from the healthier, less-exploited populations in the less 

densely populated Central and Eastern Groups (Martins et al., 2008). Certainly limpet conservation 



and fisheries management in the Azores needs to be viewed from a whole archipelago perspective. 

Limited genetic and individual exchange with the Madeira and Canaries archipelagos can inhibit the 

re-population of depleted Azorean stocks. The limpets in these other archipelagos are also under 

pressure (Côrte-Real et al., 1996a, Ferraz et al., 1993, Navarro et al., 2005, Nunez et al., 2008).  

 

Population genetics has also been used to assess connectivity in the largely unexploited Patella 

rustica, which has shown recent shifts in range extent on the linear Iberian coastline (Lima et al., 

2006, Lima et al., 2007) in response to climate change. It has been long known that this warm-

temperate species which occurs on the Atlantic coast of North Africa and throughout the 

Mediterranean had a distribution gap, being absent from Central and Northern Portugal and in Galicia 

before re-appearing on the Asturian and Basque coast, reaching its northern limit on the last rocky 

substrate of the Basque coastline around Biarritz (Fischer-Piette, 1963, Nobre, 1940). Colonization of 

this stretch of coast was not ephemeral, given that densities at newly-colonised sites have been 

steadily increasing since the biogeographic gap was closed in the late 1990s and early 2000s, although 

remaining considerably below the values recorded within the historical range (Sousa et al., 2012). 

Moreover, there is a northward decrease in abundances which may be indicative of the predominant 

direction of larval dispersal. It appears therefore that larval dispersal from neighbouring populations 

does occur to some extent, but not in large numbers. Despite the long-standing nature of this gap, 

Ribeiro et al. (2010) found no evidence of genetic differentiation between historical populations on 

both sides of the former gap using microsatellite and mtDNA markers. This suggests that the Iberian 

Atlantic coast is inhabited by a single metapopulation, and that the gap was not an effective barrier to 

gene flow, or it did not last long enough for genetic differentiation to occur. In species typically 

possessing high effective populations sizes, as is the case of patellid limpets, genetic drift can be very 

slow, and even very low levels of gene flow can be sufficient to homogenize gene frequencies 

(Slatkin, 1993). In this case, occasional larval exchange across the stretch of inhospitable habitat in 

north-western Iberia may have been sufficient for genetic panmixia, but clearly there had been little 

significant ecological connectivity for many decades. 

 



Concluding Remarks 

 

Genetic approaches can give insights into gross definition and extent of genomic admixture among 

management units which may be important in conserving biodiversity (i.e. revealing cryptic species 

such as in the skate, major clades in the lamprey, natal-river homing in shad). Recent molecular 

techniques are increasing our ability to look at genome-wide polymorphism, not only improving our 

understanding of population demography and structure, but also uncovering adaptive genetic 

differentiation in species which are genetically homogeneous at neutral loci over broad spatial scales 

(e.g. Bourret et al., 2013, Hess et al., 2013, Wit and Palumbi, 2013). Population genomics can thus 

provide vital information for management and conservation, as it can potentially revolutionize the 

delineation of conservation units, as well as our understanding of the adaptive response of species to 

rapid environmental change and the evolutionary consequences of selective harvesting (Funk et al., 

2012, Nielsen et al., 2009).  

 

Genetic methods provide a valuable toolbox for assessing dispersal paths and source-sink dynamics. 

Genetic estimates of connectivity, however, do not equate to ecological connectivity in the sense that 

genetic panmixia can result from occasional exchange per generation while for true ecological 

connectivity there needs to be significant exchange in most years. This mirrors the view point from a 

fisheries ecology perspective, where exchange between connected meta-populations should occur in 

most years for a set of populations to be a realistic management unit. The latter can of course be 

indicated by spatial concordance of recruitment, but this is a tall order as a spatially extensive network 

of populations needs to be monitored for a long-time (>10 years as in the rocky shore examples 

above, Burrows et al., 2002). Alternatively, there has to be suitable skeletal markers of age and hence 

age structure in long-lived populations. In heavily exploited populations, such longevity is rare. Thus, 

even if greater genetic resolution was possible, the temporal disconnect between evolutionary 

processes (generations) and ecological connectivity (in temperate regions annual recruitment events) 

limits the use of genetic methods in routine stock definition (Waples, 1998). One way to reinforce 

genetic inference of connectivity and stock integrity is to complement this information with a better 



understanding of the species biology, life-history traits, and local demographic rates (Lowe and 

Allendorf, 2010, Waples, 1998). 

 

The way forward is to apply a battery of techniques being fully aware of the advantages and 

limitations of each. Geochemistry appears particularly promising and can reach some parts of the life-

history that were previously intractable, such as larval drift (Tanner et al., 2014, Thorrold et al., 2002). 

Continuous tagging of hundreds of individual fish within a species, and for different species using 

archival (datalogging) tags and/or satellite relay transmitters, holds considerable promise for 

understanding where adults and sub-adults go, and consequently, how they can be better managed 

using spatial measures (e.g. adaptive closed areas, or static marine conservation zones) in addition to 

catch or fleet restrictions. Similarly, implantable PIT tags have the potential for monitoring post-larval 

and juvenile stages, but only if networks of PIT detectors are deployed and maintained widely in 

nursery areas to identify and log the presence (absence) of individuals. ‘Whole’ population tracking of 

fish for sustainable fisheries management is becoming tractable and is one of the new frontiers in 

animal biologging science. Applying a range of techniques can give insights into the level of 

exchange, its symmetry (are there asymmetric source-sink populations?) and hence its importance. 

For many stocks, limited exchange of a balanced nature has no implications for management. Only if 

there is considerable exchange would this prompt aggregating fish from different locations into 

management units.  

 

Genetic techniques have proven particularly valuable in species that due to over-exploitation and/ or 

habitat degradation are at severe risk of local or global extinction. Thus perhaps population genetics 

has greater value in conservation genetics of endangered species rather than routine management of 

exploited stocks. Although population genetics and telemetry are rarely used together in a single study 

(for an exception see Jorgensen et al., 2009), they can, however, highlight potential absurdities, such 

as using ICES rectangles for managing stocks that may range throughout most of the North-East 

Atlantic. Finally, from a pragmatic perspective management units need to be defined as much by the 

fishers as the fished resource, not least because most management interventions are socio-economic.  
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Figure Legends: 

 

Fig 1 a) The Harden-Jones model illustrates patterns of fish migration between spawning grounds, 

nursery grounds and feeding grounds. b) Various traditional and more modern techniques (upper case 

italics) used for direct tracking of individuals, thus allowing definition of stocks. c) More modern 

indirect methods (upper case italics) such as genetics, geochemistry and larval dispersal modelling. 

Solid arrows indicate main pathways of migrations and dashed arrows secondary pathways of 

migrations. Curved arrows indicate dominant direction of currents. (After Harden-Jones 1968) 

 

Fig 2) Variations in the structure of metapopulations, adapted from Fullerton et al. (2011) and 

Harrison and Taylor (1997). Metapopulations may vary in the degree of connectivity (Y-axis) or in 

the variance of the sizes of the metapopulations (X-axis). a) Pan-mictic metapopulation. b) Classic 

metapopulation. c) Non-equilibrium metapopulation. d) Patchy population. e) mainland-island or 

source-sink metapopulation. f) Very low dispersal between populations results in disconnected, 

isolated populations. Filled and empty patches represent existing and extinct populations, 

respectively. The direction of the arrows mark the direction of dispersal between the metapopulations. 

Dashed and solid arrows indicate past (extinct) and existing dispersal connections, respectively. (NB: 

Panels d and f are not discussed in text as not metapopulations) 
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